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Sibley, K.J. 1993. Effectof head-speed-ground-speed ratioon the
picking effectiveness of a lowbush blueberry harvester. Can.
Agric. Eng. 35:033-039. An electro-hydraulic head-speed control
system was developed and installed on a Bragg lowbush blueberry
harvester. Factorial field experiments were used to collect data on
picking effectiveness at head-speed-ground-speed ratio's (HSGSR)
of 1.3,1.5,and 1.7.Ground speeds usedwere 1.6,2.1, and2.6km/h.
Data were collected in three fields in Colchester County, NS in
August 1991. Itwas found that picking losses were minimized to5%
of the total crop produced if a HSGSR of 1.7 was used up to a
maximum forward speed of2.1 km/h. Berry wetness orplant height
didnotsignificantly affectpicking effectiveness.

Un systeme decontrole electro-hydraulique devitesse detete aete
developpe et installe sur un cueilleur Bragg debleuets. Des experi
ences factorielles de champ ont ete utilisees pour collecter des
donnees sur l'efficacite de cueillette a tete-vitesse-sol-vitesse pro
portions (TVSVP) de 1.3, 1.5, et 1.7. Les vitesses au sol utilisees
etaient 1.6, 2.1, et 2.6km/h. Les donnees ontetecollectees sortrois
champs dans le comte de Colchester, Nouvelle-Ecosse durant
Auguste 1991. II a ete trouve que les pertes a la cueillette etaient
limitees a 5% de la recolte totale si un TVSVP de 1.7etait utilise a
une vitesse d'avancement maximum de 2.1 km/h. L'humidite des
fruits et la hauteur des plantes n'ont pas affecte significativement
Tefficacite de la cueillette.

INTRODUCTION

Background
The wildlowbush blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium Ait.)
is grown as acommercially-managed crop inthe northeastern
region of the United States and from Ontario eastward in
Canada. Over the past forty years, the lowbush blueberry
industry in Nova Scotia has developed into one of the most
important horticultural commodities in the province (Sibley
1992). In 1953, provincial production of 511,400 kg had a
farm gate value of$152,000. In 1991, almost 12,700,000 kg
ofblueberries were produced which had afarm gate value of
$15.3 million and a total value to the province's economy of
nearly $40 million (Sibley 1992).

Lowbush blueberries have traditionally been harvested by
hand using the Tabbut™1 hand rake (Fig. 1) developed in
1883. During recent years, however, shortages of manual
labourand the need for reducedharvesting costs have spurred

the development of a mechanical harvester.
Although many attempts at developing a mechanical har

vester have been made (Peters 1906; Darlington 1954;
Brooks 1960; Rhodes 1961; Abdalla 1963; Soule 1969;
Quick 1972; Grant andLamson 1972; Burton 1975; Richard
1982), the Bragg harvester (Fig. 2), manufactured by Doug
Bragg Enterprises Ltd., Collingwood, NS, is currently the
only high capacity, reliable machine available totheindustry.
Its design is based on the picking reel concept developed at
the University ofMaine inthe late 1960's (Gray 1974) and the
CRCO-UM harvester(Burton 1975)(Fig. 3) marketed by Chy-
sholm Ryder Co. Inc., Niagara Falls, NY, inthe early 1970's.

The operating concept of the picking reel is illustrated in
Fig. 4. Curved shaped teeth, attached to the periphery ofthe
reel or head, travel in a circular motion opposite to the
direction of forward machine travel. Theoretically, at the
instant and position (Pp) of picking the berries from the
plants, the horizontal component (Vh) ofthe picking teeth's
tangential velocity (Vt) should be equal and opposite to for
ward velocity (Vf) for minimum crop disturbance and
maximum berry recovery (Gray 1969). The neteffect ofthese
velocities results in minimal horizontal movement between

Fig. 1. Tabbut™ hand rake.

1Mention of manufacturers or brand names does not constitute endorsement by the author. They are used only to provide
information.
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Fig. 2. Bragg lowbush blueberry harvester.

Fig. 3. Chysholm RyderCo. Inc. CRCO-UM lowbush blueberry harvester

the teeth and the blueberry plants that can knock the berries
to the ground. At the sametime, the vertical component (Vv)
of the picking teeth's tangential velocity at Pp is also mini
mal. This relatively slow upward movement of the teeth
through the plants provides the gentle lift necessary to pick
theberries with minimal impact damage. The ratio of tangen
tial tooth velocity to forward velocity is the harvester's
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head-speed-ground-speed ratio
(HSGSR).

Gray (1969) calculated that,
for a reel diameter of 610 mm, a
picking position of 152 mm
above the bottom of the reel, and
a forward speed of 1.2 km/h, a
HSGSR of 2.0 would cause Vh to
equal Vf. Field trials of a proto
type harvester using these
settings showed that picking
losses averaged 24.8%.

Studies by Towson (1969),
Soule et al. (1969) and Soule and
Gray (1972) on the operating
performance of the CRCO-UM
harvester determined that its

picking efficiency ranged be
tween 75% and 85% depending
on field conditions. Picking effi
ciency was defined as the ratio of
the weight of berries harvested to
the weight of the berries on the
plants before harvesting. The
harvester was reported to pick
very well when it was operated
under ideal conditions (i.e.
smooth ground, no weeds), but it
experienced reliability and per
formance problems in rough and
weedy fields (Soule and Gray
1972).As a result, groweraccep
tance of the harvester was poor
(Soule and Gray 1972) and only
a few of them were ever bought
by growers.

Between 1974 and 1982,
MacAulay (1976) and Doug
Bragg Enterprises Ltd., Colling-
wood, NS re-developed the
CRCO-UM harvester in the areas
of mobility, mechanical reliabil
ity, conveying systems, head
drive mechanism, and picking
action of the teeth. The resulting
machine was called the Bragg
harvester (Bragg and Weatherbee
1989a, 1989b, 1991).

Performance tests of the
Bragg harvester compared to
hand rakers by Hall et al. (1983)
determined that the machine

picked 76% of what hand rakers
picked when operating in a well-managed field. When oper
ating in a weedy field, the machine picked 68% of what hand
rakers picked. A later study conducted by Marraet al. (1989)
determined that the Bragg harvester picked 60% of what hand
rakerspicked whenoperating in high yielding fields and62%
in low yielding fields. Given that the picking efficiency of
hand raking averages 75% (Soule 1969), the above harvester
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Ground

HSGSR =

Fig. 4. Picking reel operatingconceptand mathematical
definition of head-speed-ground-speed ratio.

picking rates convert to harvester picking efficiencies of
57%, 51%, 45% and 46% respectively. These efficiencies are
very low. One would expect that a "new and improved"
harvester would perform better than earlier machines. Why,
then, has theperformance of the Bragg harvester been found
to be so low?

On the Bragg harvester, the picking head is driven by a
hydraulic motor. Its speed is controlled manually by the
operator without the assistance of any speed indicating de
vice. This type of "seat-of-the-pants" adjustment and control
of head speed often results in incorrect HSGSR settings
during operation which seriously affect the harvester's pick
ing effectiveness (ratio of the weight ofberries harvested to
the total weight ofberries produced). Previous studies did not
consider this importance of proper HSGSR control and were
conducted without a reliable method ofaccurately settingand
precisely controlling the harvester's HSGSR during testing.
Consequently, the low and varied performance results re
ported do not reflect the true capabilities ofthe harvester, but
exemplify the need for a head-speed control system to be
developed and for the specific effects ofHSGSR on picking
effectiveness to be determined. Knowing these effects could
allow operators toharvest more berries per hectare and atthe
same time reduce the per unit harvest cost. Based on 1990
crop data, the potential economic value to the lowbush blue
berry industry of increasing picking effectiveness is
approximately $225,000 perpercentage point increase.

Objectives

The objectives of this study were:

1) To develop a prototype system that could be used to
accurately set and precisely control a Bragg lowbush
blueberry harvester's head-speed-ground-speed ratio.

2) To determine the effects of head-speed-ground-speed
ratio on the harvester's picking effectiveness.

3) To determine optimum head-speed-ground-speed ra
tio/forward speed combinations for three crop
conditions of specific interest to the industry.

Hydraulic lines

Electrical wires

TRACTOR

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM

= ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC
- PROPORTIONAL

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
VALVE

Fig.5. Electro-hydraulic head-speed control system
schematic.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Head-speed control system

An electro-hydraulic system (Fig. 5) that automatically con
trols HSGSR was developed and installed on a Bragg
harvester prior tothe field trials. The system was based onthe
COMPU-SPREAD 110electronic control unit, manufactured
by Basic Technologies Inc., Welland, ON, that isused on salt
trucks to maintain an even application rate while spreading
saltontheroads during winter. Thecontrol unitwasmounted
at the tractor operator's station.

Aproportional directional control valve was used tometer
oil flow to the picking-head drive motor in place of the
normally used manual valve. A hall effect sensor was
mountedon the left front tractor wheel to sense ground speed.
Mounting inthis location provided readings with anaccuracy
of ± 0.7% compared to timed calibrations for the travel
speeds used and ground conditions encountered throughout
the field trials. A gear-driven magnetic pulse counter was
mounted to thepicking head to sense head speed. Afour-to-
one gear ratio was used to increase the resolution ofthe signal
delivered to thecontrol unit.Thereadings obtained withthis
sensorwere accurate to within ±0.1% of timedcalibrations.
Overall, the system was able to maintain a specific HSGSR
with aprecision oft 2% while the harvester was operating in
the field.

Field trials

Field trials were conductedduring the 1991 crop harvest in
Colchester County, NS. The experimental design used forthe
field trials was a 3 X 3 completely randomized factorial
statistical design with five replicates and four sub-samples
per replicate. The levels ofthe two factors used, HSGSR and
Forward Speed (FSPEED), are shown inTable I along with
corresponding head rotational speeds forreference.

The complete experiment was repeated in three different
fieldconditions (Table II) inorderto gainadditional informa
tion onpicking effectiveness. Theinfluence ofberry wetness
was evaluated by performing theexperiment in Field 2. The
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Table I. Experimental factors and their levels

Treatment HSGSR1 Head rotational

combination Forward speed speed
code (km/h) (rpm)

1 1.3 1.6 17

2 1.5 1.6 20

3 1.7 1.6 23

4 1.3 2.1 23

5 1.5 2.1 26

6 1.7 2.1 30

7 1.3 2.6 28

8 1.5 2.6 33

9 1.7 2.6 37

Head-speed-ground-speed ratio

influence of a small variation in plant height was evaluated
by performing the experiment in Field 3. Fields 1 and 2 were
physically separated by a roadway while Field 3 was about
two kilometres away. Field 1 was harvested on August 20,
Field 2 on August 22, and Field 3 on August 27.

At the field sites, 45 plots were used for evaluating the
HSGSR-FSPEED treatments and five for evaluating field
yield and pre-harvest losses. The yield plots were randomly
distributed among the treatment plots.

The experimental plots consisted of two adjacent har
vested strips that were approximately 1.8 m wide by 20 m
long. Four ground loss samples were takenalong the center-
line of each plot using a 305 mm X 805 mm wire frame. The
frame was placed with its long side perpendicular to the plot
centerline during sampling. The samples were taken by
counting the number of ripe and unripe berries lying on the
ground and remaining on the plants within the frame after the
plots were harvested.This method allowed the full widthof the
harvester, including the outer skid shoes which might knock
some berries to theground during harvesting, tobesampled.

Fouryieldand pre-harvest losssamples weretaken in each
yield plotalso using the wire frame. The yield samples were
taken byhand picking allof theberries from theplants within
the frame. These berries were separated into ripe and unripe,
counted, and weighed. The pre-harvest loss samples were
taken by hand picking all of the berries up off the ground
within the frame. These berries were also separated into ripe
and unripe, counted, and weighed. Separating, counting, and
weighing the berries was necessary todetermine the average
weight of ripe and unripe berries. These weights were then
used to estimate the weights of the berries counted in the
ground loss samples since they werecrushed during harvest
by the picking head's rear support roller.

Percent picking losses were calculated using Eqs. 1,2, and 3.

TP=BP + PHL

where,

TP = total production (kg/ha),
BP = berries on plants (kg/ha), and
PHL = pre-harvest loss (kg/ha).
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(1)

PL = MGL - PHL

where,

PL = picking loss (kg/ha), and
MGL = measured ground loss (kg/ha)

%PL=PL/TP* 100%

where %PL - percent picking loss (%).

(2)

(3)

Picking effectiveness and picking efficiency were calculated
using Eqs. 4 and 5.

PE = (BP -PDITP* 100%

where PE = picking effectiveness (%).

Peff= (BP - PL) IBP * 100%

where Peff= picking efficiency (%).

(4)

(5)

Calculations on the data collected were performed using
LOTUS 1-2-3 and statistical analyses wereperformed using
GENSTAT-5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Theresults of the field trials are shown graphically in Figs. 6
- 9. The results of the analysis of variance are shown in Table
III. Since the %PL databeing analyzed consisted of percent
ages lying mostly within the range of 0% to 20% and
preliminary analysis showed some non-normality and ex
treme values, the final statistical analysis was performed
using the following Log transform:

T%PL = \ogw(%PL+l) (6)
where T%PL = transformed percent picking loss.

The analysis of variance showed no significant difference in
picking losses between field condition, FSPEED, field*FSPEED
interaction, HSGSR*FSPEED interaction or
field*HSGSR*FSPEED interaction. These results indicate that
picking effectiveness was not significantly affected by wet berries,
plant height, or forward speed. Mean picking losses for field
condition and level offorward speed are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6. Mean picking loss versus field condition.
Means with the same letter are notsignificantly
different (P<0.05).
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Table II. Field conditions

Parameter Field #1 Field #2 Field #3

Ground rating Smooth Smooth Smooth

Weed rating Nil Nil Nil

Plant height (mm) 100 to 150 100 to 150 150 to 200

Plant cover (%) 95 95 90

Berry condition Dry Wet Dry

Pre-harvest losses

(kg/ha) 855 597 439

(%) 10.2 10.0 7.4

Berries on plants

(kg/ha) 7553 5395 5490

Total production
(kg/ha) 8408 5992 5929

Head ground clearance

(mm) 57 57 70

6.4 a

2.1

Forward speed (km/h)

Fig. 7. Mean picking loss versus level of
forward speed. Means with the sameletter
arenotsignificantly different (P<0.05).

Theeffect of HSGSR onpicking loss(Fig. 8) was found to
be highly significant (P<0.01) and curvilinear in nature (sig
nificant linear and quadratic effects: P<0.05). A comparison
of means also showed that the mean picking loss of 5.4%
(PE=85.4%) for the 1.7 HSGSR was significantly different
than the mean losses for the 1.5 and 1.3 HSGSR's.

A comparison of mean picking loss for each HSGSR-
FSPEED combination (Fig. 9) showed that the optimum
picking effectiveness when travelling at 1.6 or 2.1 km/h
occurred while using a HSGSR of 1.7 (combinations 3 and 6
respectively). The mean picking loss for these two combina
tions was 4.6% (PE=86.2%). At the 2.6 km/h forward speed
(combinations 7, 8, and 9), there was no significant differ
ence inpicking losses between any of the HSGSR's, but the
mean loss of 7.2% (PE=83.6%) for these three combinations
was significantly higher than the 4.6% (PE=86.2%) mean for
the 1.7HSGSR at theslowerspeeds. This resultindicates that
for maximum picking effectiveness to be achieved, the har
vester should not be operated at forward speeds exceeding

7.2 a

10

to r
to °

en

o

7.6 a
8.1 a

5.4 b

1.3 1.5 1.7

Head-speed-ground-speed ratio

Fig.8. Mean picking loss versus level of head-speed
-ground-speed ratio. Means with the same
letter are not significantly different (P<0.05).

10

to r
to D

O)

o

9.2a

8.5a,b

2 3

HSGSR

8.2a,b,c

4 5 6 7 8

FSPEED combination

7.3b,c

Fig. 9. Mean picking loss versus HSGSR-FSPEED
combination. Means with the same letter
are not significantly different (P<0.05).

2.1 km/h. Whether a 2.6% increase in picking effectiveness
while travelling at the slower speeds is cost effective, how
ever, will depend on the individual case and should be
determined on that basis.

Compared to the picking efficiency results previously re
ported in the literature, the results of this study are
significantly higher. For all conditions tested, picking losses
averaged less than 10.0% (PE=80.8%) and for the optimum
HSGSR-FSPEED combinations averaged 4.6%(PE=86.2%).
These losses equate to picking efficiencies of 89.0% and
94.9% respectively.

The results of this study also indicate that picking effec
tiveness is very sensitive to precise head-speed control
during operation. In Fig. 9, the difference in rotational head
speed between each HSGSR-FSPEED combination evalu
ated was only about 3rpm. Average picking loss ranged from
aslittle as5% toashigh as9% when head speed was changed
by only 3rpm from optimum for travel speeds up to 2.1 km/h.
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Table III. Analysis of variance of the transformed percent picking loss data

Source Degrees of Sum of Mean Variance P>F

freedom squares square ratio

Field.HSGSR.FSPEED.Rep stratum

Field 2 0.0669 0.0334 0.13 0.876

HSGSR 2 2.5700 1.2850 5.07
**

0.008

Lin 1 1.5644 1.5644 6.18 0.014*
Quad 1 1.0056 1.0056 3.97 0.049*

FSPEED 2 0.2120 0.1060 0.42 0.659

Lin 1 0.0010 0.0010 0.00 0.950

Quad 1 0.2111 0.2111 0.83 0.363

Field.HSGSR 4 0.1604 0.0401 0.16 0.959

Field.Lin 2 0.1136 0.0568 0.22 0.799

Field.Quad 2 0.0468 0.0234 0.09 0.912

Field.FSPEED 4 0.3123 0.0781 0.31 0.872

Field.Lin 2 0.0940 0.0470 0.19 0.831

Field.Quad 2 0.2183 0.1091 0.43 0.651

HSGSR.FSPEED 4 1.4564 0.3641 1.44 0.227
Lin.Lin 1 0.7849 0.7849 3.10 0.081
Quad.Lin 1 0.4075 0.4075 1.61 0.207
Lin.Quad 1 0.1315 0.1315 0.52 0.473
Quad.Quad 1 0.1326 0.1326 0.52 0.471

FiekLHSGSRFSPEED 8 0.7815 0.0977 0.39 0.926
Field.Lin.Lin 2 0.6381 0.3190 1.26 0.288
Field.Quad.Lin 2 0.0520 0.0260 0.10 0.903
Field.Lin.Quad 2 0.0399 0.0200 0.08 0.924
Deviations 2 0.0514 0.0257 0.10 0.904

Residual 108 27.3528 0.2533 2.06

Field.HSGSR.FSPEED.Rep.Sample stratum

405 49.8494

Total 539 82.7617

* Significant at the 0.05 level
** Significant at the 0.01 level

CONCLUSIONS

Based on theresults of this study, thefollowing conclusions
were made:

1) The prototype head-speed control system developed for
the harvester performed successfully and was able to
maintaina set HSGSRwith a precisionof ± 2%.

2) The effect of HSGSR on picking effectiveness was
highly significant and curvilinear in nature. As such,
picking effectiveness was very sensitive to changes in
head speed larger than 3 rpm during operation at for
ward speeds up to 2.1 km/h.

3) Picking effectiveness was not significantly affected by
wet berries or plant heights between 100 and 200 mm.

4) To maximize picking effectiveness, a HSGSR of 1.7
should beusedandforward speed should notexceed 2.1 km/h.
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